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PART A. LISTENING (2 points) 

I. Listen to the conversation between Kien and Peter, circle the best answer A or B. 

You will listen TWICE. 

1. Peter won a gold medal for swimming on the sports day.     A. True     B. False   

2. Peter plays table tennis seven days a week.         A. True     B. False  

3. Kien plays chess with his dad at weekends.         A. True     B. False  

4. Kien swims very well.                                                           A. True     B. False  

II. Listen to a TV guide. Circle the best answer A, B, C or D. You will listen TWICE. 

Cartoon Time Descripion 

Courage the Cowardly dog  8 p.m. - A (5)_____________ dog 

protects his owner. 

Tom and Jerry show  (6) _____________ 

 

- A cat and a mouse chase each 

other. 

Finding Dory  (7) _____________ - A fish finds her  

(8) ____________ again. 

 

5. A. little   B. big   C. small   D. baby 

6. A. 8.00   B. 8.30  C. 8.15   D. 8.25 

7. A. 9.00   B. 9.30  C. 9.15   D. 9.40 

8. A. family   B. friend  C. baby   D. mother 

 

PART B. LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (3,5 points) 

I. Phonetics.  

 * Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is 

pronounced differently from others.  

9. A. racket   B. match  C. tennis  D. activity 

10. A. another  B. weather  C. brother  D. through 

* Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose main stressed syllable is 

placed differently from others.  

11. A. equipment  B. exercise  C. volleyball D. usually 

12. A. sporty  B. active  C. create  D. viewer 

II.Vocabulary and grammar.  

* Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions.  

13. Last summer, I__________ fishing with my uncle in the afternoon. 

A. go  B. went C. goes D. going 

14. _________sports do you like watching on TV? 

 

 



 

 

A. How B. What C. Where D. How often 

15.  My friend, Mark is very good ________ volleyball. He plays volleyball very well. 

A. in  B. on  C. at   D. with 

16. My father worked late last night, ________ he missed the first part of the film on 

VTV1. 

A. because B. so  C. but   D. or 

17. _________ a nice day! Shall we go swimming? 

A. How          B. When          C. What         D. Which 

18. I bought _________car three years ago but mine still looks better than _________. 

A. my/ hers B. my/ her  C. mine/ hers D. mine/ her 

*Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in the following questions. 

19. I love looking at tall buildings at night with their colourful lights. 
A. skytrains                  B. skyscrapers                 C. skylines              D. sky zones 
20. Oxford University is the most ancient university in Britain. 
A. biggest                  B. youngest                 C oldest                 D. most famous 
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in the following questions. 

21. Can you please turn up the volume? I can't hear anything. 
A. turn on                  B. turn off                  C. turn down            D. turn into 
22. My brother wants to become a professional swimmer, so he practises swimming 

every day. 
A. lazy                   B. poor                   C. bad                        D. amateurish 

 

PART C. READING (2,5 points) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer that best fits each of the numbered blanks.  
 Television first came in the 1950s. Nowadays, it is one of the most (23)_________ 

sources of entertainment for both the old and young. Television brings (24)_________ 

for children, world news, music and many other (25)_________. If someone likes 

sports, he can just choose the right sports (26) __________. It is not difficult for us to 

see why (27) __________ is a TV set in almost every home today. 

23. A. popular   B. cheap                 C. expensive           D. large    

24. A. news   B. sports  C. cartoons  D. plays     

25. A. programmes B. reports  C. channels  D. sets               

26. A. athletes  B. channel  C. time  D. studio             

27 A. it   B. this   C. that  D. there               

II. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the following questions. 

 If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are  not 

enough lanes especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very 

risky. But if you have great passion, cycling in London can be exciting, and it is an  

inexpensive  way of keeping fit if you live there. Some cyclists don’t mind spending a lot  

of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is only for 

occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale  

 



 

 

which may not be impressive to look at, but should be satisfactory. You should buy a 

cycling helmet if you want to cycle in London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not 

compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

28. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. Cycling helmets. B. Cheap bicycles. 

C. Bicycle markets. D. Cycling in London. 

29. According to the passage, cycling in London is _________. 

A. easy B. difficult C. tiring D. boring 

30. The word “it” in line 3 refers to _________. 

A. cycling B. passion C. excitement D. exercise 

31. The difficulty of cycling in London is described in lines __________. 

A. 2-3-4            B. 5             C. 5-6                       D. 8-9 

32. According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?  

A. You can’t wear helmet in Britain.  

B.  You can’t buy helmet in Britain. 

C. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain. 

D. You can’t find helmet in Britain. 

 

PART D. WRITING (2 pts)  

* Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentences, begining with the CAPITAL 

word. 

33. is/ devices/ The/ comfortable/ flat/ modern/ with /./ 

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

34. that/./ Don’t/ like/ speak/     

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

 35.  do/ What/ the girls/ like/ sports / ?/ playing/ 

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

36. sailing/ my house/ my classmate Nam/ on the river/ Yesterday/ went/ with/ I/ near /./ 
-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

* Combine the sentences into a new one using the given word in bracket. Do NOT 

change the given words in any ways. 

37. I have a lot  of work to do. I have no time to watch TV. ( So )    

→  ___________________________________________________________________ 

* Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, beginning 

with the given words. 
38. The book is so interesting.   

→ What _______________________________________________________________ 

39. This schoolbag is my school bag not your schoolbag.   

→ This schoolbag is _____________________________________________________ 

* Make question for the underlined words.  

40.  My father often plays tennis on Friday.   

→ ____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

        THE END. 
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PART A. LISTENING (2 points) 

I. Listen to the conversation between Kien and Peter, circle the best answer A or B. 

You will listen TWICE. 

1. Peter won a gold medal for swimming on the sports day.     A. True     B. False   

2. Peter plays table tennis seven days a week.         A. True     B. False  

3. Kien plays chess with his dad at weekends.         A. True     B. False  

4. Kien swims very well.                                                           A. True     B. False  

II. Listen to a TV guide. Circle the best answer A, B, C or D. You will listen TWICE. 

Cartoon Time Descripion 

Courage the Cowardly dog  8 p.m. - A (5)_____________ dog 

protects his owner. 

Tom and Jerry show  (6) _____________ 

 

- A cat and a mouse chase each 

other. 

Finding Dory  (7) _____________ - A fish finds her  

(8) ____________ again. 

 

5. A. small   B. baby  C. little   D. big 

6. A. 8.00   B. 8.15  C. 8.25   D. 8.30 

7. A. 9.00   B. 9.15  C. 9.30   D. 9.40 

8. A. friend   B. family  C. baby   D. mother 

 

PART B. LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (3,5 points) 

I. Phonetics.  

 * Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part is 

pronounced differently from others.  

9. A. another  B. weather  C. brother  D. through 

10. A. racket  B. match  C. tennis  D. activity 

* Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose main stressed syllable is 

placed differently from others. 

11. A. sporty  B. active  C. create  D. viewer 

12. A. equipment  B. exercise  C. volleyball D. usually 

II.Vocabulary and grammar.  

* Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions.  

13.  My friend, Mark is very good ________ volleyball. He plays volleyball very well. 

A. in  B. on  C. at   D. with 

14. I bought _________car three years ago but mine still looks better than _________. 

A. my/ hers B. my/ her      C. mine/ hers  D. mine/ her 



 

15. My father worked late last night, ________ he missed the first part of the film on 

VTV1. 

A. because B. so       C. but   D. or 

16. Last summer, I__________ fishing with my uncle in the afternoon. 

A. go  B. went C. goes D. going 

17. _________sports do you like watching on TV?. 

A. How B. What C. Where D. How often 

18. _________ a nice day! Shall we go swimming? 

A. How          B. When          C. What         D. Which 

*Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in the following questions. 

19. Oxford University is the most ancient university in Britain. 
A. biggest                  B. youngest                 C oldest                 D. most famous 

20. I love looking at tall buildings at night with their colourful lights. 
A. skytrains                  B. skyscrapers                 C. skylines              D. sky zones 
*Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in the following questions. 

21. My brother wants to become a professional swimmer, so he practises swimming 

every day. 
A. lazy                   B. poor                   C. bad                        D. amateurish 

22. Can you please turn up the volume? I can't hear anything. 
A. turn on                  B. turn off                  C. turn down            D. turn into 
 

PART C. READING (2,5 points) 

I. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the following questions. 

 If you enjoy cycling for pleasure, doing it in London can be a shock. There are  not 

enough lanes especially for bikes, and making your way through the traffic can be very 

risky. But if you have great passion, cycling in London can be exciting, and it is an  

inexpensive  way of keeping fit if you live there. Some cyclists don’t mind spending a lot  

of money on expensive bikes. However, if you just want a basic bike that is only for 

occasional use, there are many cheap choices. Several markets have cheap bikes on sale 

which may not be impressive to look at, but should be satisfactory. You should buy a 

cycling helmet if you want to cycle in London. Wearing a cycling helmet is not 

compulsory in Britain, but it is a good idea to wear one for protection. 

23. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. Cycling helmets. B. Cheap bicycles. 

C. Bicycle markets. D. Cycling in London. 

24. According to the passage, cycling in London is _________. 

A. easy B. difficult C. tiring D. boring 

25. The word “it” in line 3 refers to _________. 

A. cycling B. passion C. excitement D. exercise 

26. The difficulty of cycling in London is described in lines __________. 

A. 2-3-4            B. 5             C. 5-6                       D. 8-9 

27. According to the passage, which of the following is TRUE?  

 

 



 

A. You can’t wear helmet in Britain.  

B.  You can’t buy helmet in Britain. 

C. Wearing a cycling helmet is not compulsory in Britain. 

D. You can’t find helmet in Britain. 

II. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 

answer that best fits each of the numbered blanks.  
 Television first came in the 1950s. Nowadays, it is one of the most (28)_________ 

sources of entertainment for both the old and young. Television brings (29)_________ 

for children, world news, music and many other (30)_________. If someone likes 

sports, he can just choose the right sports (31) __________. It is not difficult for us to 

see why (32) __________ is a TV set in almost every home today. 

28. A. popular   B. cheap                 C. expensive           D. large    

29. A. news   B. sports  C. cartoons  D. plays     

30. A. programmes B. reports  C. channels  D. sets               

31. A. athletes  B. channel  C. time  D. studio             

32 A. it   B. this   C. that  D. there               

 

PART D. WRITING (2 pts)  

* Rearrange the words to make a meaningful sentences, begining with the CAPITAL 

words. 

33. that/./ Don’t/ like/ speak/     

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

 34.  do/ What/ the girls/ like/ sports / ?/ playing/ 

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

35. is/ devices/ The/ comfortable/ flat/ modern/ with /./ 

-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

36. sailing/ my house/ my classmate Nam/ on the river/ Yesterday/ went/ with/ I/ near /./ 
-> ____________________________________________________________________ 

* Finish the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first one, beginning 

with the given words. 
37. The book is so interesting.    

→ What _______________________________________________________________ 

38. This schoolbag is my school bag not your schoolbag.   

→ This schoolbag is _____________________________________________________ 

* Make question for the underlined words.  

39.  My father often plays tennis on Friday.   

→ ____________________________________________________________________ 

* Combine the sentences into a new one using the given word in bracket. Do NOT 

change the given words in any ways. 

40. I have a lot  of work to do. I have no time to watch TV. (So)    

→  ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

        THE END. 
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